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	Williams Textbook of Endocrinology, 11e, 9781416029113 (1416029117), Saunders, 2007

	In your complex and dynamic field, it can be a struggle to continually integrate the latest scientific and clinical information into your everyday patient care. The 11th Edition of this beloved reference is the solution! Leading authorities provide just the right blend of scientific insight and clinical know-how to help you overcome any clinical challenge. A new full-color, extremely user-friendly format makes reference a snap. And, full-text online access lets you search the contents rapidly from any computer!

	
		Chapters bridge the gap between basic science and clinical applications, providing the right context for optimal diagnosis and treatment.
	
		Chapters by the leading authorities in endocrinology equip you with authoritative opinions on any challenge you face.


	
		New chapters on hormones and athletic performance · neuroendocrine control of appetite and body weight · and HIV/AIDS keep you up to date on these timely topics.
	
		New evidence-based screening algorithms and treatment boxes deliver reliable clinical guidance at a glance.
	
		New full-color illustrations throughout help you grasp essential concepts easily.
	
		Full-text online access lets you search the book instantly on your computer and download images for your next presentation.



	Your purchase entitles you to access the web site until the next edition is published, or until the current edition is no longer offered for sale by Elsevier, whichever occurs first. If the next edition is published less than one year after your purchase, you will be entitled to online access for one year from your date of purchase. Elsevier reserves the right to offer a suitable replacement product (such as a downloadable or CD-ROM-based electronic version) should online access to the web site be discontinued.
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Competing with High Quality Data: Concepts, Tools, and Techniques for Building a Successful Approach to Data QualityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Create a competitive advantage with data quality


	Data is rapidly becoming the powerhouse of industry, butlow-quality data can actually put a company at a disadvantage. Tobe used effectively, data must accurately reflect the real-worldscenario it represents, and it must be in a form that is usable andaccessible. Quality data...


		

Robust Control Design with MATLAB® (Advanced Textbooks in Control and Signal Processing)Springer, 2005

	The topics of control engineering and signal processing continue to flourish and develop. In common with general scientific investigation, new ideas, concepts and interpretations emerge quite spontaneously and these are then discussed, used, discarded or subsumed into the prevailing subject paradigm. Sometimes these innovative concepts...


		

Fundamentals of Mathematics, Enhanced Edition (with Enhanced WebAssign 1-Semester Printed Access Card) (Available 2010 Titles Enhanced Web Assign)Cengage Learning, 2009

	clear exposition and the consistency of presentation make learning arithmetic accessible for all. Key concepts are presented in section objectives and further defined within the context of How and Why; providing a strong foundation for learning. The predominant emphasis of the book focuses on problem-solving, skills, concepts, and...





	

Running the Successful Hi-Tech Project OfficeArtech House Publishers, 2003
This book provides a blueprint to set up and run a project office in R&D environments, and covers major PO responsibilities, including project portfolio management, project oversight, methods and tool support, staffing and competence development and more.

This hands-on resource provides a blueprint to set up and run a project office...


		

OPC Unified ArchitectureSpringer, 2009


	The OPC Foundation provides specifications for data exchange in industrial automation.

	There is a long history of COM/DCOM-based specifications, most prominent

	OPC Data Access (DA), OPC Alarms and Events (A&E), and OPC Historical

	Data Access (HDA), which are widely accepted in the industry and implemented

	by almost every...

		

Real World XML, Second EditionPeachpit Press, 2003
Steven Holzner's friendly, easy-to-read style has turned this  book (formerly known as Inside XML) into the leading reference on XML. Unlike  other XML books, this one is packed with hundreds of real-world examples, fully  tested and ready to use!

Holzner teaches you XML like no other author can, covering...
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